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Topic
The In Rem auction is run by the Department of Assessment and Taxation with the goal of recovering
unpaid property taxes, garbage user fees, water utility bills, or sewer rents by selling the property at
auction.
Article §28-76 of the City Code states that the department of assessment and taxation, with the
assistance of the department of law, shall be responsible for tax foreclosure pursuant to the real
property tax law of the state of New York.
Article §6-23(f) of the City Code sets out the duties for the director of the real estate department and
allows for the sale of properties acquired by the city through tax foreclosure.
Article §15-41 allows for foreclosure on unpaid resident user fees.

Data Sources
Open Data Buffalo

-

Economic & Neighborhood Development

2019 In Rem 44 - 52 Auction Results (10/29/19)
https://data.buffalony.gov/Economic-Neighborhood-Development/2019-In-Rem-44-52-Auction-Results-10-29-19-/rpm6-28cg
-

Property address, winning bid, purchaser name, neighborhood, council district

Neighborhood Metrics
https://data.buffalony.gov/Economic-Neighborhood-Development/Neighborhood-Metrics/adai-75jt
-

Neighborhood, poverty rate, race percentages, median income, employment rate

Q1: Which neighborhood has the most properties struck
to the city from the In Rem auction?
Procedure: Crosstabs
-

Analyze> Descriptive Statistics>
Crosstabs> Rows:
Neighborhood, Columns:
Status

Answer: Broadway Fillmore had the
most properties (12) struck to the
city.

Q2: Which neighborhood has the lowest average sale
price of In Rem auction sales?
Procedure: Compare Means
-

Data> Select cases> Status = “Sold”
Analyze> Compare Means> Means> Dependent
List: WinningBid, Layer 1: Neighborhood

Answer: Black Rock - $750.00 average property price

Q3: Does the poverty rate of a neighborhood correlate
to the number of properties that go up for sale at the In
Rem auction?
Procedure: Correlation
-

Analyze> Correlate> Bivariate>
Variables: Poverty Rate, InRem Sold

Answer: There is no correlation.

Q3(Part 2): Does the percent of black residents of a
neighborhood correlate to the number of properties that
go up for sale at the In Rem auction?
Procedure: Correlation
-

Analyze> Correlate> Bivariate>
Variables: Percent Black, InRem Sold

Answer: There is a medium correlation.

Q4: Does employment rate and median income of a
neighborhood affect the number of sold properties at
the In Rem auction?
Procedure: Multiple Regression
-

Analyze> Regression> Linear Regression> Dependent Variable:
InRemSold, Independent Variables: Employment Rate, Median Income

Answer: Neighborhood employment rate and median income have a statistically significant negative
relationship with the amount of In Rem properties that are sold at auction. The lower the employment
rate and median income are, the higher the number of properties that appear.

Q5: Is there a statistically significant difference between
the five neighborhoods with the most properties in the
In Rem auction in terms of sale price?
Procedure: One-way ANOVA
-

-

Data> Select cases> Status = "Sold" and (NeighborhoodNumber = 2 or
NeighborhoodNumber = 3 or NeighborhoodNumber = 8 or
NeighborhoodNumber = 16 or NeighborhoodNumber = 20)
Analyze> Compare Means> One-way ANOVA> Dependent Variable:
WinningBid, Factor: NeighborhoodNumber

There are significant differences between sale prices among some
of the neighborhoods.
Most notably, Delavan Grider has significant differences with every
neighborhood except Genesee-Moselle.

Conclusion:
There are many factors that play into In Rem auction property distribution between
neighborhoods and sale prices. Through my data analysis, I discovered a few factors that
affect the number of properties that appear - employment rate, median income, and percent
black residents.
I would think it’s in the best interest of the city to identify where these In Rem hot sports are
and what factors are causing them so that more can be done to keep citizens from losing their
homes. During the 2021 Mayoral election in Buffalo, fair and equitable treatment of
neighborhoods was a main topic. This data analysis case study definitely highlights some
disparities in equitable city practices, but alternatively highlights the opportunity for outreach
into communities that may be struggling.
For instance: Broadway Fillmore has the most In Rem total properties, the most struck to city
properties as seen in crosstabs procedure and was lower in mean sale price during one-way
anova. Median income - $18940 (second lowest), Employment rate - 79.11 (lowest), Percent
Black - 61% (Above the mean of 39%)

